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The pandemic has changed the bookselling industry, not just through disruptions to workflow and 
production/supply chains, but in the way readers discover and buy books. The pandemic has influenced 
what readers themselves bring to their book discovery and purchases. Heightened social, interpersonal, 
and emotional awareness drives which books readers choose and where they choose to buy them. Their 
need for escapism and nostalgia feels more dire. And of course, with people spending more time at 
home, books scratch an itch for pure entertainment and enlightenment. Children’s books and the 
industry that publishes them have been meeting all these needs for sixteen months now. Any report on 
the state of the children’s book industry during this pandemic is a report about meeting a moment. This 
market report centers those essential changes of second-half 2020 through first-half 2021. 

How children’s book sales have been meeting the moment: Americans bought a lot of children’s books 
in 2020. Year-end numbers show children’s/YA hardcover sales increased (5.6%), as did paperback 
(3.2%), ebook (70.5%), downloadable audio (37%), and board book (18.2%), according to AAP’s StatShot. 
First-half 2021 continued that growth. The only category to show a decrease this year is juvenile 
nonfiction, but the dip is just 1%, and that’s compared to a super-charged year with especially robust 
educational nonfiction and activity book sales. Kristen McLean, executive director and U.S. book industry 
analyst for NPD, which tracks information about physical and digital book sales in the U.S., expects those 
segments to re-energize as school begins and parents worry about their kids falling behind. For the rest 
of the children’s book field, NPD’s numbers as of June 5, 2021, tell us that juvenile fiction unit sales are 
up 13%, YA fiction and nonfiction is up 50%, YA graphic novels are up 123%, and children’s graphic 
novels are up 33%. 

Graphic novels were already in ascendence pre-pandemic thanks to well-performing and award-winning 
graphic novels for young people, particularly in the middle grade space, and often nonfiction. As the 
pandemic has rolled out, mainstream embrace of Manga by both adult and young readers created a 
whole new audience for graphic novels. Now publishers are lining up with graphic novels for ages 4-8. 
Andrea Colvin, editorial director of graphic novels at Little, Brown Books for Young Readers, told 
Publishers Weekly that the success of Ben Clanton’s Narwhal and Jelly books galvanized publishers. 
“There are three or four times more early reader graphic novels that have been announced but not yet 
published than those in the market right now.”  

Illustrated middle grade novels that showcase humor and contemporary school life have also been 
strong sellers during the pandemic, as have fantasy novels such as The Last Kids on Earth and the 
Skeleton Road, Dragonslayer (Wings of Fire: Legends series #2), and Rick Riordan and Harry Potter-
related titles. The middle grade market continued to publish its expansive range of styles and story 
types, including traditional narratives about coming of age and finding self, mysteries, light fantasy, 
adventure (realistic and fanciful), and nonfiction that creatively balances information and engagement. 
Young adult sales showed variety as the mega-selling franchises The Hunger Games and the Twilight 
series added new installments in 2020, time-tested classics like The Giver and The Outsiders continued 
to delight readers, and realistic contemporary fare pleased ever more readers with The Hate U Give, We 



Were Liars, One of Us Is Lying, and They All Die at the End. Fantasy fare such as Chain of Gold, the first 
title in a new Cassandra Clare series, has eager fans in the YA market. YA nonfiction scored well, too, 
with books about social issues titles like Stamped: Racism, Antiracism, and You, and self-actualization 
offerings like Live: Remain Alive, Be Alive at a Specified Time, Have an Exciting or Fulfilling Life. 

Picture book readers continued buying old favorites like Eric Carle and Dr. Seuss books, the latter books 
being boosted beyond their usual steady sales by discontinuation controversy. Picture books featuring 
emotional awareness saw success, as with Grumpy Monkey by Suzanne Lang, illustrated by Max Lang. 
Self-acceptance rings well in the picture book realm as well, with I Am Enough by Grace Byers, illustrated 
by Keturah A. Bobo, being a consistent top seller.  

Perhaps the biggest on-going story of the industry’s pandemic bookselling experience is the rise of 
backlist book sales. Kristen Mclean reports that in 2020, frontlist books dropped to 22% of unit sales. 
Experts site many pandemic-related reasons for this:  

• It’s an ecommerce world now. Online book sales rose 43% in 2020, according to NPD Bookscan. 
This shift gives metadata and algorithms big power in book discovery. E-retailers use algorithms 
and keywords that surface established, well-selling books for the “other books you might like” 
prompts. New releases, debuts, or books with modest sales don’t get caught in that net.  

• Reader discovery has narrowed. Customers browsing e-retail websites are exposed to only a 
fraction of the books they might see while browsing in physical bookstores. Readers who google 
to find their next reads, or flip through digital library apps or subscription apps, depend on 
metadata/keywords combined with algorithms to surface choices. These changes favor backlist, 
with readers missing out on handselling they’d get from staff in brick-and-mortar bookstores. 

• Children’s books 2021 doesn’t have blockbuster releases to defy the algorithms.  
• #BookTok exploded on the scene as a book promotion boon. #BookTok is a book-reviewing 

community on the TikTok app. #BookTok influencers are driving a strong amount of YA book 
discovery. In fact, #BookTok is credited with helping YA backlist titles They Both Die at the End by 
Adam Silvera, We Were Liars by E. Lockhart, and The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton move onto 
bestseller lists. NPD’s McLean posted on the NPD blog that “this is the first time we’ve seen an 
organic, social-media phenomenon push backlist books spontaneously back onto the bestseller 
lists without any kind of marketing or sales push from publishers.”  

How consumers are meeting the moment: Consumer shift to e-commerce isn’t new, but the pandemic 
accelerated it exponentially. McLean expects a large number of first-time online shoppers to stick with 
e-commerce. Shopping online is easy, while many physical stores are working through reopening 
challenges or even closing. One retail study reports that Gen Z and Millennials, who used to prefer in-
store shopping, have switched their preference to online not because of pandemic safety but because of 
24/7 shopping and universal access to stores. Notably, the behavioral changes aren’t all about the shift 
to online buying. Values-based/socially conscious buying has some customers deliberately buying from 
indie bookstores, even if they use online retail sites to decide what they want, a practice called 
“webrooming.”  

Consumers are buying more books from box stores like Target, Walmart, and Costco. Walmart and 
Target were already expanding their book sections (children’s books in particular) pre-pandemic and 
making their online interfaces more robust. That work paid off, as their online sales rose 97% at one 
point for Walmart and 195% for Target. In Walmart and Target’s physical stores, readers snag their 



latest books (usually frontlist or bestsellers for these stores) during their all-purpose shopping trips. 
Amazon is famously close-lipped about its sales numbers, but experts believe it accounts for half of all 
U.S. book sales and that this shift is allowing Target and Walmart to take some of its book market share.  

How bookstores are meeting the moment: Smaller independent bookstores have quite different stories 
of meeting this moment. Independent bookstores are vital to the bookselling ecosystem. Their store 
displays and physical book stock allow frontlist discovery, as do their staff, who excel at handselling. But 
the pandemic has many indies barely holding on. The American Booksellers Association reported in May 
that it had lost 80 members due to store closures over the past year. Notably, the ABA has gained 107 
new members since the beginning of 2021. It’s unclear whether those are completely new stores or 
stores that were previously non-members, but the toll on bookstores—known to have thin profit 
margins—was well-covered in publishing news. Many indies enhanced their websites to improve their 
online sales and to leverage the consumer shift to BOPIS (buy-online-pickup-in-store). Others affiliated 
with Bookshop.org, which functions as a single e-retail portal for independent bookstores. Publishers 
have been working with independents to increase traffic and sales. Other entities have stepped up to 
boost independents as well. Binc, the Book Industry Charitable Foundation, has raised and distributed 
over a million dollars to indies, and celebrities and authors urge readers to buy from independents when 
they can. The chain bookstore Barnes & Noble was ill-positioned for pandemic adjustment. The 
company was focused on store revitalization when the pandemic hit and unable to maximize e-
commerce. The chain admitted early this year that sales were down 50% in major cities, mostly due to 
the pandemic’s impact on its primarily mall-based stores, which suffered huge declines in foot traffic.  

How publishers are meeting the moment: Publishers are well aware of the rise-of-the-backlist story. 
They are meeting that change by adjusting their marketing strategies. They are working with book 
influencers on YouTube, Instagram, and #BookTok to be involved in generating the online buzz. They are 
monitoring hashtags and real-word trends so they can nimbly update their books’ metadata/keywords 
to boost them in google searches. To broaden discovery and increase traffic at brick-and-mortars, 
children’s book publishers are providing stores with physical merchandising materials to attract 
customer attention and foster engaging in-store environments, plus digital materials to speed up and 
enhance their digital outreach. Publishers are supporting hybrid (on-line and instore) events for 
independents. 

Publishers are also working with libraries to expand digital access to readers who are checking out books 
while stuck at home. School and public libraries are a major sales channel for publishers. But school 
libraries have been largely shut down, and their funds severely diverted or cut. Public libraries have 
focused their funding on expanding digital collections, even as their budgets are cut by cities. Publishers 
and libraries were in public conflict over digital licensing until the pandemic moved that fight to the 
backburner. Immediately and still continuing, publishers radically adjusted their licensing fees and limits. 
Publishers also temporarily granted permission for public readings by individuals, libraries, and schools 
to allow kids access to storytimes they’d normally get at a library, school, and bookstore. The lending 
license fight will likely move to the front burner, but in this moment, libraries and publishers are still 
working together to meet the needs of communities during the pandemic.  

How editors and agents are meeting the moment through acquisitions: Editors and agents are making 
deals—and in greater numbers. The industry newsletter Publishers Lunch reported that in the first 
quarter of this year, deal volume across U.S. publishing “was 19 percent higher than a year ago (and 21 
percent higher than the recent four-year average). For the second quarter, deal volume again registered 



18 percent higher than a year ago, and 23 percent higher than the recent four-year average." The story 
behind those numbers is, again, one of working to meet the moment—one that’s stretching out much 
longer than most people expected. What was a Herculean effort to keep the train going in the initial 
weeks and months of the pandemic has turned into a long haul. “Burnout” is a word bandied about by 
agents, editors, and creators alike these days. All three of those groups are reporting slower response 
times for submissions. Anecdotally, agents and editors talk about getting more submissions than ever. 
Publishers are starting to announce their plans to bring remote staff back in-house over the next few 
months, with many open to hybrid or even full-remote working, which could expand the workforce 
talent pool and increase professional diversity, which a collaborative new survey by People of Color in 
Publishing and Latinx in Publishing shows is an ongoing industry issue. 

What do the submission and acquisitions look like? Editors continue voicing interest in books about 
universal childhood experiences and stories that center previously marginalized voices. They are looking 
for practical nonfiction delivered in unusual and fun ways, stories that teach emotional awareness in self 
and others, read-aloud fun with substance and complexity, and stories that use humor, heart, and the 
unexpected to teach concepts and insights for each stage of a young person’s development. Middle 
grade editors report receiving many submissions that center #OwnVoices, BIPOC, and LGBTQ+ 
characters in narratives that put the characters in complex situations and joyful, triumphant adventures 
rather than single-issue stories focused on their identities. They report seeing and acquiring projects 
involving activist issues like climate change and other complex, real-world concerns that today’s young 
people grapple with. Notably, middle grade editors aren’t seeing an influx of pandemic-related 
manuscripts. They are reporting format experimentation across all middle grade genres as creators offer 
new ways to spark and keep readers’ attention, from using unexpected perspectives to interweaving 
communication methods such as video, text messages, and postcards. Always a favorite in middle grade, 
fantasy still finds homes with publishers, often in the grand mythology style of Rick Riordan’s series, 
Kwame Mbalia’s Tristan Strong books, and Roshani Chokshi’s Aru Shah books. In young adult, editors do 
report seeing some pandemic projects. YA contemporary realism remains a successful but intensely 
competitive—even saturated—genre. Nonfiction is finding an audience in teens, particularly regarding 
topics of self-actualization and acceptance.  

Children’s book creators are themselves meeting the moment—sometimes for their projects, and 
sometimes for themselves. There are times to brainstorm and create, times to step back and breathe 
deeply, and times to focus on craft development. There are also times to check in on the state of our 
industry (Hello!) and to submit projects for representation and publication. When writers or illustrators 
are ready to submit for representation and/or publication, they are encouraged to consult the Agents 
Directory and the Market Survey of Publishers of Books for Young Readers (a directory of publishers, 
editors, program descriptions, and submission guidelines) in SCBWI’s THE BOOK: Essential Guide to 
Publishing for Children, a free resource for members. Download THE BOOK at SCBWI.org > (sign in) > 
Publications > The Book.  

--- 
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Imprint & Publisher Updates and Additions to  
SCBWI’s Market Survey of Publishers of Books for Young Readers 

 
For full details of these additions, plus editorial staff updates at these and other publishers, see SCBWI’s 
THE BOOK: Essential Guide to Publishing for Children, a free resource for members at SCBWI.org > 
(sign in) > Publications > The Book. 

 
Macmillan’s Christy Ottaviano Books imprint moved to Little, Brown in November 2020. It’s first LBYR list 
will launch in 2022, publishing picture books through YA, fiction and nonfiction. Agented submissions 
only.  
 
Removed Imprint, a middle grade and YA imprint of MacMillan, which shut down December 1, 2020.  
 
Updated Little, Brown’s Jimmy Patterson Books imprint description to note that now it will only publish 
James Patterson titles. Previously, it also published titles by other authors.  
 
Added Imagine and Wonder Publishers, a boutique publisher and distributor specializing in books about 
education, health, conservation, and social issues. Titles include classic storybooks, science books, and 
books that gently empower readers to engage with relevant social issues. Accepting unsolicited 
submissions. 
 
Added Joy Revolution, a new Random House YA romance imprint starring characters of color, curated by 
authors Nicola Yoon and David Yoon. Agented submissions only. Launching 2022. 
 
Added Just Us Books, an independent publisher of children's books that celebrate the diversity of Black 
culture, history, and experiences. Publishing board books, picture books, chapter books, middle reader 
titles, poetry, biographies, and young adult fiction. Its Marimba Books imprint focuses on multicultural 
books. Accepting unsolicited submissions. 
 
Added Labyrinth Road, a new Random House imprint publishing MG/YA fiction with a focus on 
contemporary fantasy and realistic literary novels with high-concept hooks. Launching 2022. Accepting 
unsolicited submissions. 
 
Added Phoenix International/PI Kids, publishing picture books and board books that represent strong, 
lively, and diverse voices. Accepting unsolicited submissions. 
 
Added Schiffer Kids, an independent publisher of picture books and middle grade titles that build the 
knowledge base for SEED and STEAM learning. Accepting unsolicited submissions. 
 
Added Seismic Press, a new YA graphic novel imprint from AfterShock Comics, an independent publisher 
of comics and graphic novels. Publishing an array of genres, including horror, crime, fantasy, suspense, 
science fiction, historical fiction, action, and adventure. At this time, accepting from previously 
published creators via their agents.  
 



Added two Simon & Schuster graphic novel lines aimed at emerging readers. Little Simon Graphic Novels 
publishes original titles and adaptations of S&S books for readers ages five to nine starting February 
2021. Ready-to-Read Graphics debuts summer 2021 with graphic novels for the same audience as its 
Ready-to-Read leveled readers. Agented submissions only.  
 
Added Tiger Tales, an independent publisher of nonfiction chapter books and graphic nonfiction for 
middle grade and young adult readers, and fiction and nonfiction picture books about cultural diversity, 
social justice, nature, and the environment. Accepting unsolicited submissions. 
 
Added Tilbury House, an independent publisher of picture books and novelty books for children 7 and 
younger. Agented submissions only. 
 
Added Wolf Wise Books, a new YA imprint of Wolfpack Publishing. Publishing YA fiction in all genres 
(science-fiction/fantasy excluded), particularly those in a series, from all regions of the world. Launching 
early 2021. Accepting unsolicited submissions. 
 
Note: The “Melanin In YA” blog launched fall 2020. It’s a resource for “all things Black in traditional 
Young Adult publishing.” Its mission is “to provide a hub of information to amplify and invest in Black 
voices.” Its directory component is “a space to search for Black authors, agents, editors, cover designers, 
narrators, influencers, and more. The main page covers news which includes but is not limited to book 
deal and movie/TV adaptation announcements, cover reveals, new releases, awards, and more.” 
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